Measuring spatial restraints on native protein complexes using isotope-tagged chemical cross-linking and mass spectrometry.
Mass spectrometric analyses of proteins affinity-purified from cell lysates are routinely used by cell biologists to characterize the composition and the modifications of protein complexes. Here, we describe a protocol that combines affinity-purification with chemical cross-linking and mass spectrometry (CXMS) in order to detect spatially proximate lysine residues on protein complexes isolated from human tissue culture cells. These cross-links are interpreted as distance restraints that aid in elucidating protein binding interfaces and the topology of protein complexes. In contrast to established high-resolution structural biology techniques, CXMS analysis has the potential to acquire structural information of small amounts of structurally flexible and heterogeneous protein preparations. We recently demonstrated on a network of modular protein phosphatase 2A complexes that restraints obtained by CXMS analysis hold great promise in supporting hybrid structural analysis of endogenous protein complexes by integrating structural data from different sources with computational molecular modeling.